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WIRELESS NETWORKS, SYSTEMS AND METHODS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[001] Goods - and among which goods that need to be environmental or otherwise

controlled - are conveyed and stored before being sold to the end user. During the

conveying and the storage these goods can be damaged. There is a growing need to

provide systems and methods for cost effective and reliable monitoring of goods.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[002] A wireless unit, the wireless unit including: (a) a network finding component,

adapted to find another wireless unit that belong to a wireless network that is characterized

by a low average rate of transmission, and to join the wireless network; (b) a transmission

scheme manager, configured to manage the transmission of the wireless unit when it is

connected to the wireless network; and (c) a transmitter, configured to: (i) transmit

according to a high transmission scheme that includes transmission, at a large number of

transmissions per hour, signals that indicate the availability of the wireless network to

wireless units that are not part of the wireless network; and (ii) transmit according to a low

transmission scheme that includes transmission at a small number of transmissions per

hour signals used for communication within the wireless network.

[003] A method for fast network detection in a wireless network, the method including

carrying out, by a wireless unit: (a) joining a wireless network that is characterized by a

low average rate of transmission; (b) transmitting according to a high transmission scheme

that includes transmission, at a large number of transmissions per hour, signals that

indicate the availability of the wireless network to wireless units that are not part of the

wireless network; and (c) transmitting according to a low transmission scheme that

includes transmission, at a small number of transmissions per hour, signals used for

communication within the wireless network.

[004] A first wireless unit, including: (a) a father finding component, adapted to find a

second wireless unit that is configured to function as a father unit for the first wireless unit,



participate with the second wireless unit in a first registration process; and to cease looking

for a father unit after a completion of the first registration process ; (b) a messages

generator, adapted to generate messages that include identification information of the first

wireless unit, and to transmit the messages to the father unit at a small number of

transmissions per hour and at a low power mode; (c) a relay component, adapted to

participate with a child wireless unit in a second registration process; receive from the

child wireless unit a received message that includes identification information of a wireless

unit other than the first wireless unit and other than the father unit; and transmit the

received message at the small number of transmissions per hour and at the low power

mode to the father unit; wherein the small number of transmissions per hour is lower than

one message per 20 minutes; and (d) an internal power source, adapted to provide energy

to the father finding component, the message generator and the relay component for a long

duration that exceeds a week without being recharged.

[005] A method for wireless communication, the method including carrying out the

following stages by components of a first wireless unit: (a) finding a second wireless unit

that is configured to function as a father unit for the first wireless unit; (b) participating

with the second wireless unit in a first registration process; (c) ceasing looking for a father

unit after a completion of the first registration process; (d) generating messages that

include identification information of the first wireless unit; (e) transmitting the messages to

the father unit at a small number of transmissions per hour and at a low power mode; (f)

participating with a child wireless unit in a second registration process; (g) receiving from

the child wireless unit a received message that includes identification information of a

wireless unit other than the first wireless unit and other than the father unit; and (h)

transmitting the received message at the small number of transmissions per hour and at the

low power mode to the father unit; wherein the small number of transmissions per hour is

lower than one message per 20 minutes; wherein the method further includes (i) constantly

providing energy to the first wireless unit, by an internal power source of the first wireless

unit, for a long duration without recharge.

[006] A low complexity wireless network, including: (a) wireless network leader; and

multiple low-power wireless units; (b) wherein each wireless unit is registered with a

single father wireless unit; wherein each wireless unit is either a barren wireless unit that is



prevented from registering sons, or a non-barren wireless unit that may parent up to a

predetermined number of sons; wherein each of the wireless units may transmit messages

only to its father wireless unit or to a son wireless unit of it, wherein some of the messages

transmitted 'are messages relayed from a son wireless unit to the father wireless unit;

wherein all the messages in the network that do not originate from the wireless network

leader are messages that are directed to the wireless network leader.

[007] A method for operating a low complexity wireless network, the method including:

(a) registering, by each low-power wireless unit of the low complexity wireless network,

with a single father wireless unit that is another low-power wireless unit of the low

complexity wireless network; wherein each wireless unit is either a barren wireless unit

that is prevented from registering sons, or a non-barren wireless unit that may parent up to

a predetermined number of sons; and (b) transmitting messages, by each of the low-power

wireless units, wherein the transmitting includes transmitting messages only to the father

wireless unit of the low-power wireless unit or to a son wireless unit of it, wherein some of

the messages transmitted are messages relayed from a son wireless unit to the father

wireless unit; wherein all the messages in the network that do not originate from a wireless

network leader of the low complexity wireless network are messages that are directed to

the wireless network leader.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[008] The subject matter regarded as the invention is particularly pointed out and

distinctly claimed in the concluding portion of the specification. The invention, however,

both as to organization and method of operation, together with objects, features, and

advantages thereof, may best be understood by reference to the following detailed

description when read with the accompanying drawings in which:

[009] Figure 1 illustrates a wireless network according to an embodiment of the

invention;

[0010] Figure 2 illustrates a first wireless unit, according to an embodiment of the

invention;



[0011] Figure 3 illustrates a method for wireless communication, according to an

embodiment of the invention;

[0012] Figure 4 illustrates a low complexity wireless network, according to an

embodiment of the invention;

[0013] Figure 5 illustrates a method for operating a low complexity wireless network,

according to an embodiment of the invention;

[0014] Figure 6 illustrates a wireless unit, according to an embodiment of the invention;

[0015] Figure 7 illustrates a method for fast network detection in a wireless network,

according to an embodiment of the invention;

[0016] Figure 8 illustrates an application of the herd network in a truck and trailer

configuration, according to an embodiment of the invention;

[0017] Figure 9 illustrates an application of the herd network in a warehouse, cooling, or

ship type configuration, according to an embodiment of the invention;

[0018] Figure 10 illustrates a herd wireless network, according to an embodiment of the

invention; and

[0019] Figure 11 illustrates a wireless unit, according to an embodiment of the invention.

[0020] It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clarity of illustration, elements shown

in the figures have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the dimensions of

some of the elements may be exaggerated relative to other elements for clarity. Further,

where considered appropriate, reference numerals may be repeated among the figures to

indicate corresponding or analogous - though not necessarily identical - elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

[0021] In the following detailed description, numerous specific details are set forth in

order to provide a thorough understanding of the invention. However, it will be understood

by those skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced without these specific



details. In .other instances, well-known methods, procedures, and components have not

been described in detail so as not to obscure the present invention.

[0022] The following description is presented to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to

make and use the invention as provided in the context of a particular application and its

requirements. Various modifications to the described embodiments will be apparent to

those with skill in the art, and the general principles defined herein may be applied to other

embodiments. Therefore, the present invention is not intended to be limited to the

particular embodiments shown and described, but is to be accorded the widest scope

consistent with the principles and novel features herein disclosed. In other instances, well-

known methods, procedures, and components have not been described in detail so as not to

obscure the present invention.

[0023] The phrase "herd network" as used herein may encompass a variety of network

topologies that include multiple wireless sensors enabled to communicate in a high

attenuation environment, for example, in a warehouse, shipyard, or refrigeration

environment where multiple stacks of containers, pallets, boxes etc. are present. The herd

network is designed to keep the nodes complexity (and thus the cost) very low, and require

ultra low power consumption to operate. In order to allow for reliable delivery of data in a

challenging communication environment, for example in fresh produce warehouses,

refrigerators etc, where there are high attenuation levels of the electromagnetic

transmissions, using low transmission power, a multi-hop, star or mixed network

topologies (a.k.a. mesh) can be used, to create a herd network which is a time

synchronized network with a very low duty cycle.

[0024] According to some embodiments the herd networks and/or the wireless networks

disclosed below are TDMA networks (or variants thereof), where connectivity is achieved

through "channels" which are specific slots in time, that may be common to two members,

or typically, a member (also referred to as "wireless unit" and "low-power wireless unit")

and a leader (also referred to as "wireless network leader"). When these two or more

wireless network components (e.g. members, member and leader) are sharing the same

time slot, information exchange is possible.



[0025] According to an embodiment of the invention, the wireless network leader may be

generally active (in mobile configurations the wireless network leader may operate in low

duty cycle and open its receiver only in its allocated time slots); the members are active

only during the time slots which are assigned to the channels. The wireless networks and

-wireless network topologies disclosed below (e.g. the herd networks) may be used to

effectively assign and maintain valid channels between all the network members.

[0026] In some embodiments of the wireless networks disclosed, the root node (i.e. the

wireless network leader) may have no control over the network topology. That is, wireless

units of the wireless network may have autonomy to accept new members into the network

without receiving any instructions from the wireless network leader. The topology may be

set by very simple rules of each wireless unit node, e.g. according to chance configuration

and the relative location of the nodes. That is - a new member may be accepted into the

network structure in a location that is determined by relative location (e.g. joining one of

the closest wireless units of the network - with which the new member may have

connection), and by chance (e.g. which of this nearby units was the first to indicate its

existence to non-member wireless units). Such simple set up is effective in achieving

stable and reliable wireless mesh network.

[0027] Some of the systems and methods disclosed below may be implemented for

product storage monitoring using a herd wireless network, as described above. The

wireless networks and systems disclosed below includes a wireless network leader (also

referred to as control unit) and a multitude of wireless units that for the wireless network.

For example, such systems may be used for enabling real time storage monitoring, using:

i . disposable smart and active RFID tags (that support variety of

sensors) for the low-power wireless units (other alternatives may

be, for example, Wireless Network Sensors - WNS - or other

wireless tags);

ii. a control unit (that may be a wireless network leader) with a

network interface (e.g. Communications Unit (CU)/ reader / router

/ Hub / aggregator); and



iii. a communications server that is connected to the control unit and

receives from it information, and which is used as a management

system.

[0028] Such system may be managed by a basic Web based management application.

[0029] The wireless tags may integrate different sensors (internal or/and external), battery,

micro controller, non-volatile memory and a RF circuit. In some implementations, the

communication between the tags and the router/reader may be conducted through a leader

node and/or through other tags, establishing an ad hoc, robust, dynamic WSN (Wireless

Sensor Network), where various wireless tags actually serve as store and forward (S&F)

networking devices.

[0030] According to an embodiment of the invention, the ad hoc WSN is built and

maintained automatically by the tags (it is noted that tags may be replaced with

other wireless units, and especially with low-power wireless units, e.g. as disclosed

below). The control unit (the reader) is not required to be in range with all the tags,

yet it can communicate with every tag by using other tags as links. In this way, the

monitored objects (for example food packages) can be piled up in different structures

(e.g. the structures known as pallets), and a minimal quantity of readers will be able to

achieve 100% coverage of the tags.

[0031] In one example, typical communication link attenuation between two wireless

sensors, placed arbitrarily inside pallets loaded with fresh produce, can easily reach more

than 100 dB. The sensors are placed, for example, in the fresh produces or product

packages (that may also referred to as boxes). The boxes may be placed one on top of the

other, in a pallet. In some embodiments there is one tag per pallet, such that when the

pallets are moved along the cold chain, from the packing house till the retailer shelves, the

sensors will be able establish a wireless network, thereby enabling communication of data

between multiple tags and providing real-time and historical information about the quality

of the environmental control for the fresh produce being delivered throughout the cold

chain.



[0032] According to some embodiments the wireless networks disclosed may be TDMA

networks, where connectivity is achieved through "channels" which are specific slots in

time, common to two or more members, or a member and a leader. When these two or

more members are sharing the same time slot, information exchange is possible. While the

leader is active in a low duty cycle manner, with its receiver active only in its allocated

time slots, the members are active only during the time slots which are assigned to the

channels, thus achieving very low duty cycles and ultra low power consumption. The herd

network is adapted to effectively assign and maintain valid channels between all the

network members.

[0033] In some embodiments the network may stabilize on a certain topology based on the

random location of nodes, the relative location of the nodes, and the electromagnetic

propagation between the nodes. This simple set up is effective in achieving stable and

reliable wireless mesh network as is it based on rigid time slot channel allocation, and is

based on connections between nodes that are good enough for communication from the

time the connection is established.

[0034] Reference is now made to figure 1, which illustrates a wireless network 1000

according to an embodiment of the invention. Such a wireless network is also referred to as

a herd type network, based on herd "family" relationships. As can be seen in figure 1, the

network 1000 is configured in ranks, where the leader 110 has the highest rank. According

to an embodiment of the invention, the leader 110 may set the number of ranks in the

network. According to an embodiment of the invention, each member 120 can have a

maximum number of sons (e.g. 4, 16) and out of those sons, multiple sons (e.g. 1, 3) may

have sons (i.e. these are non-barren). It is noted that the terms "child" and "son" are used

interchangeably throughout the disclosure.

[0035] Each member 120 must have a father - such that each new member that joins the

network must identify a potential father and perform a first registration process to that

potential father member. It is noted that the leader may also look for a father, according to

an embodiment of the invention (e.g. the leader may have a central warehouse

management unit as a father). After a completion of the first registration process (e.g. when

receiving an acknowledgment of registration from a potential father), the member is able to



join the network. Some members 120 can not have sons (i.e. childless, hereinafter referred

to as "barren"). Lowest rank members (Rank 0, the number of ranks may be defined by the

leader) are always barren. The leader 110, according to an embodiment of the invention,

can have a maximum of 127 sons, where each father member 120 can have up to 4 sons,

but only one of those sons can become a father to another unit. Other configurations may

also be used.

[0036] The wireless network (e.g. herd network), according to some embodiments,

supports a cluster tree topology, wherein the network has one root node (Leader) and all

communication is routed to the leader. Member to member communication has one

primary purpose: to relay data to the leader or from the leader. According to an

embodiment of the invention, the network topology may be controlled by the leader (e.g.

by ordering low-rank members to look for substitute fathers, by defining the number of

allowed sons, and so forth). In some embodiments there are two (or more) predefined

configurations - e.g. "Flat" and "Narrow", however other configurations may be defined,

per the requirements of the installation.

[0037] Figure 2 illustrates a first wireless unit 200, according to an embodiment of the

invention. It is noted that wireless unit 200 may serve as a wireless unit (or member) of the

various system and networks disclosed.

[0038] First wireless unit 200 includes an internal power source 210, adapted to provide

energy to at least some of the components of first wireless unit 200 for a long duration

without recharge or power source replace (battery change), and especially to father finding

component 220, messages generator 230, and relay component 240. It is noted that in

different embodiments of the invention (and in different operation/usage scenarios), the

internal power source 210 may be able to provide energy for different duration prior to

being recharged (if implemented), e.g. a week, a month, 90 days, a year.

[0039] First wireless unit 200 includes a father finding component 220, adapted to find a

second wireless unit (that is a member of a wireless network, and which may be

substantially similar or identical to first wireless unit 200, but not necessarily so) that is

configured to function as a father unit for the first wireless unit 200; to participate with the

second wireless unit in a first registration process; and to cease looking for a father unit



after a completion of the first registration process (e.g. after receiving from the father unit

an acknowledgement of the registration). It is noted that in addition to finding, locating of

a wireless unit may also be implemented in some embodiments of the invention.

[0040] First wireless unit 200 further includes messages generator 230, adapted to

generate messages that include identification information of the first wireless unit 200, and

to transmit the messages to the father unit at a small number of transmissions per hour and

at a low power mode. It is noted that the messages may be generated routinely (e.g. every

half an hour), and/or in response to predefined conditions met (e.g. due to sensor

information).

[0041] It is noted that throughout the disclosure, the small number of transmissions per

hour is lower (and usually substantially lower) than the large number of transmissions per

hour used below. For example, the small number of transmissions per hour may be ten

times smaller, or a hundred times smaller, than the large number of transmissions per hour.

It is noted that the numbers of transmissions per hour used throughout this disclosures may

have different meanings in different embodiments of the invention, such as (though not

limited to) number of messages per hour, number of signals per hour, number of packets

per hour, number of sessions per hour, etc.

[0042] First wireless unit 200 further includes relay component 240, adapted to adapted to

participate with a child wireless unit in a second registration process (which may end,

according to an embodiment of the invention, by sending to the child wireless unit an

acknowledgement of a registration request of the child wireless unit); to receive from the

child wireless unit a received message that include identification information of a wireless

unit other than first wireless unit 200 and other than the father unit; and to transmit the

received message at the small number of transmissions per hour and at the low power

mode to the father unit. According to various embodiments of the invention, the small

number of transmissions per hour may be defined differently. According to an embodiment

of the invention, the small number of transmissions per hour is lower than one message per

10 minutes. According to an embodiment of the invention, the small number of

transmissions per hour is lower than one message per 20 minutes. According to an

embodiment of the invention, the small number of transmissions per hour is lower than one



message per 1 hour. According to an embodiment of the invention, the small number of

transmissions per hour is lower than one message per 1 day, etc.

[0043] It is noted that first wireless unit 200 may include one or more processors (not

illustrated) which may be shared, according to an embodiment of the invention, by

components 220, 230, 240, etc. First wireless unit 200 may also include, according to an

embodiment of the invention, transmitter 250 (which may be, according to an embodiment

of the invention, a transceiver) which may implement the transmission and possibly also of

reception of wireless communication and which may include a PHY level component and

higher layer components (e.g. LINK level component). Transmitter 250 may also be

, shared by multiple components such as 220, 230, and 240.

[0044] According to an embodiment of the invention, first wireless unit 200 may also

include one or more sensors 260. Each such sensor 260 adapted to detect an environmental

condition and to generate in response environmental condition information, wherein

message generator 230 is further adapted to include in at least some of the messages

environmental condition information received from one or more of the sensors 260.

[0045] For example, some sensors may be a temperature sensor, a sensor sensitive to the

concentration of a certain gas, an air pressure sensor, etc.

[0046] According to an embodiment of the invention, one or more of the sensors 260 is

configured to detect an environmental condition indicative of a condition of goods that are

conveyed by a conveyable storage unit to which the first wireless unit is assigned. For

example - high temperature may indicate that the condition of dairy product is

deteriorating. High sulfur concentration may indicate that a hazardous material is not

safely packet.

[0047] According to an embodiment of the invention, relay component 240 is operational

only if the first wireless unit 200 is allowed, by a wireless network leader of a wireless

network to which first wireless network 200 belongs, to be a non-barren wireless unit. This

allowing may be, for example, by an order to first wireless unit 200, by a general

indication of the maximum number of ranks allowed, etc.



[0048] According to an embodiment of the invention, all of the components of first

wireless unit 220 are integrated into a conveyable storage unit - e.g. a box, a crate, a pallet,

a tray, a cargo container, etc.

[0049] According to an embodiment of the invention, first wireless unit 220 may be

detachably attached to a conveyable storage unit (e.g. by adhesive tape, by being placed in

or on the conveyable storage unit, etc.).

[0050] According to other embodiments of the invention, first wireless unit 220 may be

suited to the other functionalities disclosed herein - e.g. be connected to a livestock

animal, to a shipping crate, etc.

[0051] Figure 3 illustrates method 5000 for wireless communication, according to an

embodiment of the invention. Method 5000 includes carrying out of its various stages by

components of a first wireless unit (such as wireless unit 200).

[0052] Method 5000 includes stage 5100 of finding a second wireless unit that is

configured to function as a father unit for the first wireless unit.

[0053] Stage 5100 is followed by stage 5200 of participating with the second wireless unit

in a first registration process.

[0054] Method 5000 may further include stage 5300 of ceasing looking for a father unit

after a completion of the first registration process (e.g. after receiving from the father unit

an acknowledgement of the registration). It is noted that, according to an embodiment of

the invention, stage 5300 may not be implemented, and that either directly after joining the

network, or after an intermission in looking for a father unit, the first wireless unit that is

already connected to the wireless network may look again for another father unit - e.g. to

reduce the number of hops from the wireless network leader of the wireless network.

[0055] Stage 5400 of method 5000 includes generating messages that include

identification information of the first wireless unit. It is noted that the messages may be

generated routinely (e.g. every half an hour), and/or in response to predefined conditions

met (e.g. due to sensor information).

[0056] Stage 5400 is followed by stage 5500 of transmitting the messages to the father

unit at a small number of transmissions per hour and at a low power mode.



[0057] Method 5000 further includes stage 5600 of participating with a child wireless unit

in a second registration process. It is noted that the second registration process may include

a request by the child wireless unit to join the wireless network (e.g. after finding the first

wireless unit as a part of the wireless network), affirming by the first wireless unit that it

may accept a new member as a child wireless unit (e.g. it is non-barren and did not exceed

its maximum number of sons), and sending to the child wireless unit an acknowledgement

of its registration request.

[0058] Stage 5600 is followed by stage 5700 of receiving from the child wireless unit a

received message that includes identification information of a wireless unit other than the

first wireless unit and other than the father unit; and by stage 5800 of transmitting the

received message at the small number of transmissions per hour and at the low power

mode to the father unit; wherein the small number of transmissions per hour is lower than

one message per 20 minutes (or one of the other rates indicated above —lower than 10

minutes, lower than 1 hour, lower than 1 day, etc.).

[0059] It is noted that method 5000 may further include stage 5900 of constantly

providing energy to the first wireless unit, by an internal power source of the first wireless

unit, for a long duration without recharge.

[0060] It is noted that stages 5400 and 5500 may be iterated multiple times, and that stages

5600, 5700, and 5800 may be carried out for different sons (and stages 5700 and 5800 may

be reiterated for the same son).

[0061] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 5000 further includes

detecting, by a sensor of the first wireless unit, an environmental condition and generating

in response by the sensor environmental condition information; wherein stage 5400

includes including in at least some of the messages environmental condition information

received from the sensor.

[0062] According to an embodiment of the invention, wherein the detecting further

includes detecting an environmental condition indicative of a condition of goods that are

conveyed by a conveyable storage unit to which the first wireless unit is assigned.

[0063] According to an embodiment of the invention, the stages of participating with the

child wireless unit in the second registration process, receiving the received message and



transmitting the received message are selectively carried out only if the first wireless unit is

allowed by a wireless network leader to be a non-barren wireless unit.

[0064] According to an embodiment of the invention, the stages of method 5000 are

carried out by components of the first "wireless unit that are integrated into a conveyable

storage unit.

[0065] Figure 4 illustrates low complexity wireless network 2000, according to an

embodiment of the invention. Network 2000 includes wireless network leader 110, and

multiple low-power wireless units 120.

[0066] Jiach wireless unit (e.g. 120(1) ) of network 2000 is registered with a single father

wireless unit 130; wherein each wireless unit 120 is either a barren wireless unit that is

prevented from registering sons, or a non-barren wireless unit that may parent up to a

predetermined number of sons (e.g. 1, 3 sons).

[0067] Each of the wireless units 120 of network 2000 may transmit messages only to its

father wireless unit 130 or to a son wireless unit 140 of it (e.g. son 140(1) ), wherein some

of the message transmitted are messages relayed from a son wireless unit 140 to the father

wireless unit- 120; -

[0068] According to an embodiment of the invention, all the messages in network 2000

that do not originate from the wireless network leader 110 are messages that are directed to

the wireless network leader 110. According to another embodiment of the invention,

messages may also be transmitted and/or relayed between different members, usually

according to the structure (e.g. via the leader 110, between units 120(1) and 120(2) ).

[0069] According to an embodiment of the invention, wireless network leader 110 of low

complexity wireless network 2000 is further configured to determine an allowed number

of ranks in the low complexity wireless network 2000, wherein each of the wireless units

120 is prevented to parent other wireless units if a rank of its son wireless unit would

exceed the allowed number of ranks.

[0070] According to an embodiment of the invention, wireless network leader 110 is

adapted to communicate with at least one wireless network leader of at least one other

network (not illustrated) in order to determine channel allocation between the networks;



wherein - according to an embodiment of the invention - each of the wireless network

leaders is prevented from communicating with the multiple low-power wireless units of

the other at least one network.

[0071] According to an embodiment of the invention, non-barren wireless units 120 are

further adapted to acknowledge wireless units to the low complexity wireless network

without antecedently informing the wireless network leader.

[0072] According to an embodiment of the invention, each of the multiple low-power

wireless units 120 includes a sensor, and is adapted to transmit through its father a message

for the wireless network leader that includes environmental condition information

generated by its sensor.

[0073] According to an embodiment of the invention, each of the low-power wireless

units 120 is located in a conveyable storage unit, wherein the wireless network leader is

configured to determine a condition of a storage environment in which the wireless units

are located, wherein the determining is carried out in response to environmental condition

information received from the different wireless units.

[0074] For example, such storage environment may be a warehouse, a shipyard, a

refrigeration environment, a truck, etc. It is noted that management of storage component

in a storage environment (e.g. warehouse, etc.) is enabled in a variety of industries - even

without the sensors. For example, wireless units and network as disclosed may be used for

determining when a book is removed to a library, etc.

[0075] According to an embodiment of the invention, wireless network leader 110 is

adapted to generate an alarm in response to environmental condition information received

from at least one of the low-power wireless units.

[0076] According to an embodiment of the invention, barren wireless units in the low

complexity wireless network 2000 are adapted to routinely look for alternative father

wireless unit that have fewer hops to the wireless network leader, and/or to look for

alternative father if instructed to do so by the leader.



[0077] According to an embodiment of the invention, non-barren wireless units are

converted to barren wireless units if they do no parent other wireless units after a

predetermined time interval.

[0078] Figure 5 illustrates method 6000 for operating a low complexity wireless network,

according to an embodiment of the invention. Method 6000 may be implemented,

according to an embodiment of the invention, in network 2000 and/or in other wireless

networks disclosed.

[0079] Method 6000 includes stage 6100 of registering, by each low-power wireless unit

of the low complexity wireless network, with a single father wireless unit that is another

low-power wireless unit of the low complexity wireless network; wherein each wireless

unit is either a barren wireless unit that is prevented from registering sons, or a non-barren

wireless unit that may parent up to a predetermined number of sons.

[0080] Method 6000 further includes stage 6200 of transmitting messages, by each of the

low-power wireless units, wherein the transmitting includes transmitting messages only to

the father wireless unit of the low-power wireless unit or to a son wireless unit of it,

wherein some of the messages transmitted are messages relayed from a son wireless unit to

the father wireless unit.

[0081] According to an embodiment of the invention, in method 6000 all the messages in

the network that do not originate from a wireless network leader of the low complexity

wireless network are messages that are directed to the wireless network leader. However,

this is not necessarily so.

[0082] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 6000 further includes

determining, by the wireless network leader, an allowed number of ranks in the low

complexity wireless network, wherein each of the wireless units is prevented to parent

other wireless units if a raink of its son wireless unit would exceed the allowed number of

ranks.

[0083] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 6000 further includes

communicating, by the wireless network leader, with at least one wireless network leader

of at least one other network in order to determine channel allocation between the



networks; wherein each of the wireless network leaders is prevented from communicating

with the multiple low-power wireless units of the other at least one network.

[0084] According to an embodiment of the invention, plurality of leaders may be enabled

to communicate (Each network, for example, may have a distinct sequence of channels in

time and frequency. A network may use a single frequency or use multiple frequencies in a

dynamic manner (frequency hopping).)

[0085] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 6000 further includes

acknowledging wireless units to the low complexity wireless network, by non-barren

wireless units of the low complexity wireless network, without antecedently informing the

wireless network leader.

[0086] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 6000 further includes

transmitting through its father, by each of the multiple low-power wireless units, a message

for the wireless network leader that includes environmental condition information

generated by a sensor included in that wireless unit.

[0087] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 6000 further includes

determining, by the wireless network leader, a condition of a storage environment in which

the wireless units are located, wherein the determining is carried out in response to

environmental condition information received from the different wireless units that are

located in conveyable storage units.

[0088] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 6000 further includes

generating an alarm, by the wireless network leader, in response to environmental

condition information received from at least one of the low-power wireless units.

[0089] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 6000 further includes

routinely looking, by barren wireless units in the low complexity wireless network, for

alternative father wireless unit that have fewer hops to the wireless network leader.

[0090] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 6000 further includes

converting non-barren wireless units to barren wireless units if they do no parent other

wireless units after a predetermined time interval.



[0091] It is noted that both network 2000 and method 6000 (as well as other systems,

networks, and method disclosed herein) are especially suitable to high attenuation

environment, in which most likely many of the wireless units can not have direct wireless

communication with the network leader, and where wireless connections are likely to be

broken, and reconnection to the network may be necessary. Such high attenuation

conditions are very dominant in many environments and especially in storage/cargo areas

(e.g. ship, truck, warehouse etc.).

[0092] The simple connection and transmission scheme discussed above enable to have

wireless units ("nodes") of low complexity, and of ultra low power consumption.

Especially - every unit need only communicate with nearby units, where communication

to remote units is usually relayed by those nearby units.

[0093] Such systems, networks, and methods may be used, inter alia, for tracking status of

multiple shipping all over the world.

[0094] Figure 6 illustrates wireless unit 201, according to an embodiment of the invention.

It is noted that wireless unit 201 may be implemented in the various wireless networks

disclosed, and that it may also be implemented as a wireless unit 200 as well. Some

components that were already disclosed in relation to wireless unit 200 and which may be

implemented in wireless unit 201 according to various embodiments of the invention are

not disclosed again.

[0095] Wireless unit 201 includes network finding component 201, adapted to find

another wireless unit that belong to a wireless network that is characterized by a low

average rate of transmission, and to join the wireless network.

[0096] Wireless unit 201 further includes a transmission scheme manager 270, configured

to manage the transmission of the wireless unit 201 when it is connected to the wireless

network. Conveniently, transmission scheme manager 270 may be further configured to

transmit transmission management information to transmitter 250, wherein transmitter 250

is configured to carry out its transmission according to the transmission management

information received from transmission scheme manager 270.

[0097] According to an embodiment of the invention, transmission scheme manager 270

is further configured to manage reception scheme according to which a transceiver 250 is



configured to carry out reception (e.g. duration when the transceiver may be in a sleep

mode, etc.). According to an embodiment of the invention, transmission scheme manager

270 may manage the transmission and/or reception scheme at least partly in response to

order received from the wireless network leader.

[0098] Wireless unit 201 further includes a transmitter 250 that is configured to:

i. transmit according to a high transmission scheme that includes

transmission, at a large number of transmissions per hour, signals

that indicate the availability of the wireless network to wireless

units that are not part of the wireless network; and

ii. transmit according to a low transmission scheme that includes

transmission at a small number of transmissions per hour signals

used for communication within the wireless network.

[0099] Wireless unit 201 may include, according to an embodiment of the invention,

internal power source 210, adapted to provide energy to the first wireless unit for a long

duration without recharge.

[00100] According to an embodiment of the invention, transmission scheme manager

270 is configured to dictate starting of transmission according to the high transmission

scheme substantially with the joining to the network.

[00101] According to an embodiment of the invention, transmission scheme manager

270 is configured to dictate switching to transmitting according to the low transmission

scheme in response to joining to the network by one of the wireless units that are not part

of the wireless network.

[00102] According to an embodiment of the invention, transmission scheme manager

270 is configured to dictate starting of transmission according to the high transmission

scheme in response to detection of an environmental condition by a sensor of the wireless

unit.

[00103] According to an embodiment of the invention, wireless unit 201 is configured to

join the wireless network in which the non-leading wireless units of the network ordinarily

transmit according to the low transmission scheme.



[00104] According to an embodiment of the invention, network finding component 221

is configured to find the another wireless unit by detecting high transmission scheme

signals sent by the another wireless unit of the wireless network, wherein the wireless unit

joins the wireless network as a son of the another wireless unit.

[00105] According to an embodiment of the invention, network finding component 221

is configured to search for a wireless network for a duration longer than a week prior to

detecting the another wireless unit. Such durations may also be longer than 14 days, a

month, a year, etc.

[00106] According to an embodiment of the invention, components of wireless unit 201

are adapted to wireless communication in high attenuation environment.

[00107] Figure 7 illustrates method 7000 for fast network detection in a wireless

network, according to an embodiment of the invention. It is noted that the wireless network

may be a TDBA network but this is not necessarily so. Method 7000 includes carrying out

its stages by a wireless unit (such as wireless unit 200, 201, or other wireless units

discussed herein).

[00108] Stage 7100 of method 7000 includes joining a wireless network that is

characterized by a low average rate of transmission.

[00109] Stage 7100 is followed by stage 7200 of transmitting according to a high

transmission scheme that includes transmission, at a large number of transmissions per

hour, signals that indicate the availability of the wireless network to wireless units that are

not part of the wireless network.

[00110] Stage 7300 of method 7000 includes switching to transmitting according to a

low transmission scheme that includes transmission, at a small number of transmissions

per hour, signals used for communication within the wireless network.

[00111] According to an embodiment of the invention, the transmitting according to the

high transmission scheme begins substantially with the joining to the wireless network.

[00112] According to an embodiment of the invention, the switching is carried out in

response to joining to the wireless network by one of the wireless units that are not part of

the wireless network.



[00113] According to an embodiment of the invention, the transmission according to the

high transmission scheme is initiated by the wireless unit in response to detection of an

environmental condition by a sensor of the wireless unit.

[00114] According to an embodiment of the invention, the joining to the wireless

network includes joining the wireless network in which the non-leading wireless units of

the wireless network ordinarily transmit according to the low transmission scheme.

[00115] According to an embodiment of the invention, the joining is carried out in

response to detection of high transmission scheme signals sent by a wireless unit of the

wireless network, wherein the joining includes joining the wireless network as a son of that

wireless unit.

[00116] According to an embodiment of the invention, the joining is preceded by

searching for a wireless network for duration longer than a week.

[00117] According to an embodiment of the invention, network nodes (wireless units)

may be "sleeping" most of the time and to wake up at the exact time needed to perform

data transfer and network sync

[00118] It is noted that method 7000 (and wireless unit 201) are particularly useful for

networks where the network existence is not assured and the nodes are spending a major

part of their lifespan searching for a network.

[00119] According to an embodiment of the invention, as soon as one of the nodes

detects the network, it starts to transmit network beacons on a large number of time slots of

the TDMA system.

[00120] According to an embodiment of the invention, wireless units may change their

states in accordance with environmental changes, which in turn enable the wireless nodes

to change their transmission scheme.

[00121] According to an embodiment of the invention, once an adjacent member, a

second member in this case, detects a valid network beacon message, the fast network

detection algorithm for the first member stops its operation



[00122] According to an embodiment of the invention, method 7000 (and wireless unit

201) enable fast network formation in cases such as external scenarios requiring handling

by the network.

[00123] Reference is now made to figure 8, which illustrates an application of the herd

network in a truck and trailer configuration, according to an embodiment of the invention.

This is an example to the aforementioned "narrow" tree formation, according to some

embodiments. For example, where there are multiple products packed in crates or pallets

etc. being transported, a herd network may be set up to enable communication of storage

related data etc. in the storage compartment or external to the storage compartment (e.g., in

the truck driver compartment).

[00124] According to an embodiment of the invention, the wireless network leader is

located in the truck driver/train driver/ship-captain/pilot compartment.

[00125] The configuration illustrated in figure 8, for example, may support 14 ranks

with up to 14*4 members in each rank (total of 784 members). This configuration may be

referred to as a Narrow herd formation. The truck and trailer configuration may be

implemented in a train environment, ship environment, plan environment etc.

[00126] Reference is now made to figure 9, which illustrates an application of the herd

network in a warehouse, cooling, or ship type configuration, according to an embodiment

of the invention. This is an example to an implementation of the aforementioned "Rat" tree

formation. For example, where there are multiple products packed in containers, boxes,

crates or pallets etc. being stored, a herd network may be set up to enable communication

of storage related data etc. to an internal and/or external data management system.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the wireless leader 110 is constantly located

in the warehouse, while wireless units 120 are located in the boxes that may enter and

leave the warehouse.

[00127] The configuration illustrated in figure 9, for example, may support 2 ranks,

where a first rank can have as many as 127 members. Each member can have up to 4

barren sons in the next rank. This configuration may be referred to as a Flat herd

formation, which may enable formation of a herd network with a total of 635 members.



[00128] According to some embodiments, a herd type network may be set up to enable

communications in high attenuation environments, for example, in a warehouse, shipyard,

or refrigeration environment where multiple stacks of containers, pallets, boxes etc. are

present. In one example, typical communication link attenuation between two wireless

sensors placed arbitrarily inside pallets loaded with fresh produce can easily reach more

than 100 dB. Using the Ad-Hoc and multi-hop network, each sensor constantly looks for a

hub or other sensors that can connect it to a hub. The sensors are placed, for example, in

the fresh produces or product boxes. The boxes may be placed one on top of the other, in a

pallet. In some embodiments there is one tag per pallet, such that when the pallets are

moved along the cold chain, from the packing house till the retailer shelves, the sensors

will be able maintain an ultra low complexity wireless link, thereby enabling

communication of data between multiple sensors in the wireless network.

[00129] According to some embodiments the tag According to some embodiments a

plurality of leaders (each leader representing its own small or thin network) may be

enabled to communicate, thereby forming a broader or larger network. Each network, for

example, may have a distinct sequence of channels in time and frequency. A network may

use a single frequency or use multiple frequencies in a dynamic manner (frequency

hopping).

[00130] Networks may or may not have intra-communication capabilities. Without such

capabilities, the networks may be synchronized so they do not interfere with each other.

This could be achieved either by using different frequencies of by careful selection of the

frequency hopping sequences. The leaders of the network may or may not communicate

with each other to make better use of the spectrum. Without communication, the leaders

may select a channel or a hopping sequence and continuously monitor the spectrum to

prevent mutual interference. When communicating with each other, the leaders may

synchronize the use of the spectrum between themselves, by achieving direct

communication over the air.

[00131] The herd network supports a cluster tree topology, wherein the network has one

root node (Leader) and all communication is routed to the leader. Member to member

communication has one primary purpose: to relay data to the leader or from the leader. The



network topology may be controlled by the leader. In some embodiments there are two

predefined configurations - "Rat" and "Narrow", however other configurations may be

defined, per the requirements of the installation.

[00132] Reference is now made to figure 10, which illustrates an embodiment of a herd

wireless network 3000, according to an embodiment of the invention. Herd wireless

network 3000 includes a hub or leader node and multiple sensor, or member nodes. Each

sensor node may connect directly to the hub or to another sensor node that is directly or

indirectly connected to the hub. The abovementioned arrangement allows for the creation

of a cluster tree network of wireless sensor nodes. As can be seen in the Figure, in such a

configuration the leader has no control or even no knowledge of member 2 connecting to

the network. The connection is formed by simple rules practiced by the leader and a

member (1). Connections between members are also formed.by simple rules practiced by

member 1 and member 2.

[00133] In some embodiments of the herd wireless network, the root node has no control

over the network topology. The topology in such a case may be set by very simple rules of

each node, for example: A member may connect to any other member of a leader that has a

free connection slot. The member may identify a free slot by a special flag in the slot. A

member or a leader may allow other members to connect as long as it has free slots. A

leader can handle directly connected members, for example up to 127 directly connected

members (as described in the above described basic herd network). A member may

typically handle up to 4 directly connected members. Each node may join the network on

an available slot basis. A connection may be established only in cases where the reception

is adequate to maintain a reliable connection. Channel availability may be fully controlled

by the father, being the leader or a member. Each member has a maximum number of

channels assigned to sons. Only a subset of the sons of a father may have sons of

themselves. The above rules are examples, for illustration purposes. Other rules or

combinations of rules may be used.

[00134] According to some embodiments, the herd network properties may include one

or more of: A one hub, many sensor network; Cluster tree (Mesh) topology; and a low

code and data footprint for network member tag software (e.g., the tags or members may



integrate a small code needed to perform all the relevant network algorithms). In some

implementations tags may leave and join networks (i.e. Ad-Hoc), and the network may

deliver information in one direction (toward the hub), where the hub is the leader of the

herd.

[00135] According to some embodiments the tag may enable longevity over several

months (e.g. 90 days or more) on a low energy battery (e.g. 60 mAh battery, or lower). For

example, out of the 90 days, the tag power source (e.g. battery) may be configured to

handle 45 days without network connection (searching for network and storing

measurements samples) and 45 days connected to a network. Other batteries, power

sources, sampling rates etc. may be used, and other tag properties may be used.

[00136] According to an embodiment of the invention, various types of sensors may be

implemented (e.g. up to 8 different sensors, such as temperature, relative humidity, oxygen

and others).

[00137] According to an embodiment of the invention, the power source may have a

Maximum sampling rate of, for example, once every 30 minutes. Faster rates may be

allowed, for example, in debug modes.

[00138] According to some embodiments, one or more sensing mechanisms may be

integrated into the herd wireless network, using a Multipoint configuration. In some

examples, sensors for monitoring temperature, product integrity, time intervals, humidity,

light etc. may be used. For example, a warning system based ultra low complexity wireless

network may be used to monitor the selected storage environment, and alert the driver or

monitoring service as to a problematic change in the storage environment. In a further

example, the herd wireless network may send updated storage environment status updates

to a monitoring service to enable tracking of environment status and location status in real

time, around the world. This application may be used to enhance quality control, safety

standards and client service for transporters or handlers of cold chain goods.

[00139] According to further embodiments, the herd wireless network may be integrated

into cold chain management for the dairy industry. For example, it may be necessary to

monitor transports of cheeses, milks, formulas, butters, fats, proteins, yoghurts, ice-creams

etc. to ensure that recommended storage temperatures are maintained while transporting.



[00140] According to further embodiments, the herd wireless network may be integrated

into cold chain management for the sea food industry. For example, it may be necessary to

monitor transports of sea food, whether alive or already dead, to ensure that recommended

storage environments are maintained while transporting. In the case of live transports,

sensors monitoring health status' s of live creatures may be used.

[00141] According to further embodiments, the herd wireless network may be integrated

into cold chain management for the livestock industry. For example, it may be necessary to

monitor transports of livestock, whether alive or already dead, to ensure that recommended

storage environments are maintained while transporting. In the case of live transports,

sensors monitoring health status's of the live animals may be used. In other cases the

location of the livestock in transit may be determined at all times.

[00142] According to various embodiments of the invention, systems, networks, and

methods as disclosed above may implemented for monitoring of the environment of

livestock - assuring that the conditions (e.g. temperature, humidity, gases in the air (such

as methane)).

[00143] According to various embodiments of the invention, systems, networks, and

methods as disclosed above may implemented for monitoring livestock (e.g. for health

issues, e.g. by monitoring their body temp).

[00144] According to various embodiments of the invention, systems, networks, and

methods as disclosed above may be implemented for monitoring livestock location to

prevent stealing, increase fruitfulness, milk production.

[00145] According to further embodiments, ultra low complexity wireless networking,

as described above, may be integrated into cold chain management for warehouse

management in a variety of industries. Each industry may require different temperature,

humidity, light environments etc., which may be monitored using a herd wireless network.

[00146] According to further embodiments, ultra low complexity wireless networking,

as described above, may be integrated into cold chain management for medical

transportations, such as specimens, organs, cells, etc. For example, the herd wireless

network may be used to ensure that Shipment and Storage Requirements for stem cells,

specimens etc. are maintained throughout.



[00147] According to further embodiments, ultra low complexity wireless networking,

as described above, may be integrated into cold chain management for dangerous goods

transportations or hazardous materials, whether solids, liquids, or gases. For example, such

materials may include radioactive, flammable, explosive or corrosive materials, oxidizers

or asphyxiants, biohazardous, toxic, pathogen or allergen substances and organisms, and

also compressed gases and liquids or hot materials, including all goods containing such

materials or chemicals that may render materials hazardous in specific circumstances.

Infectious Substances, explosive substances, inflammable chemicals etc. For example, the

herd wireless network may be used to ensure that Shipment and Storage Requirements for

dangerous goods are maintained throughout.

[00148] According to some embodiments the Truck mode network topology may

include, for example, 15 Hub Slots X 15Ranks (Narrow). In some embodiments the

Warehouse / cooling ship mode may include, for example, 127 Hub Slots X 2 Ranks. In

various embodiments Co-located hubs may be required to handle all the tags, optionally

for multiple separate networks (Flat). In further embodiments the herd network may

support other configurations which are neither Narrow nor flat.

[00149] According to some embodiments, a leader may be battery operated, wherein, for

example, the target current consumption may typically be less than 20 mA for the leader.

In Mobile configurations, the leader consumption may be, for example, less than 3 mA. In

general, the network may conform to FCC part 15 regulations and CE regulations. The

network may further have Frequency agility. In some embodiments the wireless Tags may

be disposable. In some embodiments the tags may operate in a low duty cycle and with

short intervals, to support future thin batteries with high internal resistance. Other power

requirements, duty cycle requirements etc. may be used.

[00150] . According to some embodiments, a herd network may be formed around a

hub. When the hub is activated, it in configured to search for available channels to operate.

Pending on clear channel availability (from similar networks or other interferers), it may

send out a beacon signal. A sensor node may continuously search for nodes, by activating

a receiver. A sensor node never transmits, unless it is connected to the network (i.e. to the

hub or another sensor node that is directly or indirectly connected to the hub). When a



sensor node receives a beacon, the node may start the connection procedure. If the

connection procedure is successful, the sensor node remains connected to its father. A

father can be either the hub or another sensor node that is connected to the new node. Once

the sensor node is connected, its father may allow it to transit beacons.

[00151] In some embodiments a network time and frequency management configuration

may be used, which may depend on a simple time division scheme which is dependent on

the network configuration (e.g. the number of multi-hop levels can be traded for more

nodes directly connected to the root node). The network may use a constant interval frame

that is divided in a way that each member has a distinct slot wherein it communicates with

its father and its sons. In this way the members are asleep most of the time and wake up

only once per frame, while still keeping full connectivity in a multi-hop network.

[00152] According to some embodiments, co-located networks may be implemented,

using time and frequency parameters. For example, such a network may have a joint

sequence of time and channels to minimize / eliminate collisions with co-located networks.

[00153] In further embodiments the herd wireless sensor network may use multiple

frequency channels and a constant interval frame. For example, several leaders may self

arrange so that there is no overlap in using a channel in a certain time. The frequency /

time scheme is managed so that each member has a distinct time and frequency channel to

use, which is synchronized with the network s/he belongs to. Each leader may dictate a

different frequency / time scheme that is non-overlapping with the frequency / time

scheme of the other leaders.

[00154] According to some embodiments, a new member may join the network by

following a simple local rule wherein a sensor can join the network if the new member's

potential father can accept more sons. This rule is predetermined and substantially does not

involve the root node (hub) of the network. In further embodiments there may be no need

for special router nodes, since the node algorithm enables each node to acts as a router,

meaning that it may relay messages from its son nodes to its father node.

[00155] Regarding the configuration to handle barren or childless nodes, according to

some embodiments, each node can have at least one son out of n (e.g., 4 or any other



number) sons which is a non-barren son, i.e., which can have other nodes connected as

sons, and at most (n-1) barren sons.

[00156] According to some embodiments, deadlock resolving (e.g. because nearby units

are all "fully-booked") may be accomplished by having the barren sons routinely look for

alternative connections that have fewer hops to the root node. Non-barren nodes give up

their right to have sons if there is ho son connected to them for a predetermined time

interval.

[00157] Location detection, according to some embodiments, can be achieved by

combining relative signal levels received by the nodes and transferred to the root node, and

the time of arrival and signal level information gathered by the root node, to determine the

estimated location of each node.

[00158] According to some embodiments, synchronization time sequence may be used

to reduce network detection time. Accordingly, by carefully selecting the time intervals

between beacons sent out by the root node and nodes connected to it (directly and

indirectly), the network detection time may be reduced. Because the time intervals between

beacons has specific qualities, when a node listens at a certain time slot and does not

receive and beacon, it can deduce what other timeslot NOT to listen to. Thus, the time

needed to cover all hypothesis of network beacon existence is shorter then the total number

of slot times.

[00159] According to some embodiments, a method of determining the network

topology by assembling discrete information packets from each node is provided. Each

node may send out its unique ID, to which each "father" node adds its unique ID.

Therefore each such status packet contains the unique IDs of the node and it father. The

root node collects all the packets and assembles the complete network topology from the

local connectivity information of each node. Any combination of the above steps may be

implemented. Further, other steps or series of steps may be used.

[00160] According to some embodiments, one or more sensing mechanisms may be

integrated into the herd members. Other parameter sensors may be used to enable remote

sensing of one or more parameters, for example, temperature for fresh and frozen goods,



product integrity for tampering detection, humidity for chemicals, light for tampering,

various gasses for safety etc.

[00161] TDMA systems are widely used by wireless sensors systems, were tight power

budget is crucial. Due to the repetitive nature of the system timing, and with prior

knowledge of the repeatability, it is easy to maintain excellent tracking of the system

timing and thus minimize the power consumption. The power consumption minimization

stems from the knowledge of the system timing, allowing for the network nodes to be

"sleeping" most of the time and to wake up at the exact time needed to perform data

transfer and network sync.

[00162] The major draw back of such synchronous system is that by reducing the power

consumption, we are essentially reducing the network activity duty cycle, thus making the

network more difficult to detect. Basically the more we reduce power consumption by

reducing the duty cycle, we are making the network detection time longer.

[00163] According to some embodiments, a system and method, including a flooding

algorithm or fast network detection algorithm, is provided that significantly reduces the

network detection time in a Time division multiple access (TDMA) wireless nodes

network, by temporarily (for a predetermined time interval and/or intensity) increasing the

number of transmissions within the network. So statistically, while preserving substantially

the same duty cycle of a network search, the probability for network detection is much

higher.

[00164] The system and method are particularly useful for networks where the network

existence is not assured and the nodes are spending a major part of their lifespan searching

for a network. Assuming a group of such nodes is moving within range of a compatible

network, the average time for network detection is the average time per node divided by

the number of nodes. According to some embodiments, as soon as one of the nodes detects

the network, it starts to transmit network beacons on a large number of time slots of the

TDMA system. This drastically increases the probability and hence reduces the detection

time for a second node in the group to detect a valid network beacon. This second node

will likewise transmit beacons on a large number of time slots, which will further reduce

the time of the third node to detect the network, and so on. Such a regenerative process



reduces the overall time of all nodes to detect the wireless network by several orders of

magnitude. It is noted that each node's first phase of network detection is based on a

selected level scheme. The nodes are looking for a selected energy level on the channel as

a sign for network activity. This first phase is not based on full reception of messages so

overlapping of beacons transmitted may be identified as a valid network indication.

[00165] In general, the system and method described above may enable wireless nodes

to change their states in accordance with environmental changes, which in turn enables the

wireless nodes to change their behavior (in accordance to their current states). These

environmental changes may include (but are not limited to): one node receiving a network

beacon or other signal; a change in temperature, humidity and other environmental

parameters; a change in position of the node; specific times, specific intervals from sensor

activation, or specific intervals from the last connection to a network etc.

[00166] In some embodiments the change of the node behavior may contribute to the

reduction in time to connect to a network, the reduction in life time energy use of the node,

and/or the reduction in the latency of data transfer in a wireless nodes network.

[00167] According to an embodiment of the invention, each member or node may

integrate at least an element of the fast network detection algorithm, such that when it

detects a network signal or request, the algorithm is activated. For example, if a first

member looses its connection to a network, it will continue to search for a network. Once a

network beacon is detected and the first member is connected and registered to the

network, the first member starts to operate the fast network detection algorithm to cause

other potential members to detect the network, by sending out large number of beacons

over a predetermined time interval. This stream of beacons drastically reduces the network

detection time for adjacent members. Once an adjacent member, a second member in this

case, detects a valid network beacon message, the fast network detection algorithm for the

first member stops its operation. The trigger to the changed activity of the member can also

be external conditions like temperature, humidity, vibrations, etc. Such changes may

enable the fast network formation in cases such as external scenarios requiring handling by

the network.



[00168] The fast network detection system and method, according to some

embodiments, may be set up to enable wireless communications in high attenuation

environments, for example, in a warehouse, shipyard, or refrigeration environment where

multiple stacks of containers, pallets, boxes etc. are present. In one example, in an Ad-Hoc

network, each sensor constantly looks for a hub or other sensors that can connect it to a

hub. The sensors are placed, for example, in the fresh produce or product boxes. The boxes

may be placed one on top of the other, for example, in a pallet. In some embodiments there

is one tag per pallet, such that when the pallets are moved along the cold chain, from the

packing house till the retailer shelves, the sensors will be able maintain an ultra low

complexity wireless link, thereby enabling communication of data between multiple

sensors in the wireless network hi such an embodiment the fast network detection

algorithm may be applied to enable enhanced network detection, thereby further improving

the sensor and tag communications abilities, while maintaining low power consumption.

[00169] In a further example, in a Multipoint network, the fast network detection

algorithm may be applied to enable enhanced network detection, thereby further improving

the sensor and tag communications abilities, while maintaining low power consumption. In

some examples, sensors for monitoring temperature, product integrity, time intervals,

humidity, light etc. may be used. For example, a warning system based ultra low

complexity wireless network may be used to monitor the selected storage environment,

and alert the driver or monitoring service as to a problematic change in the storage

environment. In a further example, the fast network detection algorithm in combination

with a herd wireless network may send updated storage environment status updates to a

monitoring service to enable tracking of environment status and location status in real

time, around the world. The application of the fast network detection algorithm may be

used to enhance quality control, safety standards and client service for transporters or

handlers of, for example, cold chain goods, transportations of hazardous materials, fresh

produce, seafood, dairy, medical materials, livestock, bio industry, flowers etc.

[00170] Reference is now made to figures 7 and 10, which illustrate fast network

detection process, according to some embodiments. As can be seen in figure 10, at stage

one, each network node or potential node may monitor, listen or search its surroundings or

environment to detect a valid network beacon or signal, or a relevant external condition



change. At stage 2, each node may determine when a beacon and/or external change is

detected, for example, when a viable signal threshold is reached. At stage 3, a new member

(i.e. first) node may perform or execute registration to the network (or to the network

leader), to register this new member node to the existing network or the network being

formed. During registration, in some examples, the new member may be synchronized to

the network timing. At stage 4, a command may be given to the new member node start

temporarily transmitting network beacons on a large number of time slots of the TDMA

network. Alternatively, the above may be performed in accordance with predetermined

conditions. The number of transmissions within the network may be increased for a

predetermined time interval and/or intensity. This will drastically increase the probability

and hence reduce the detection time for an additional (i.e. second) node to detect a valid

network beacon. At stage 5, the new member or first node will continue to monitor

whether it is still connected to the network. Likewise, when the second node detects the

network, the second node will likewise temporarily transmit beacons on a large number of

time slots, which will further reduce the time of the third node to detect the network, and

so on. At the time when the second note detects the beacon or network, the first node may

cease its temporarily increased transmission of network beacons. Such a regenerative

process reduces the overall time of all nodes to detect the wireless network by several

orders of magnitude. It is noted that each node's first phase of network detection may be

based on a selected level or scheme, so overlapping of beacons transmitted by various

nodes should not cause mutual interference, since overlapping beacons may be identified

as a valid network indication without the need to receive a full beacon and to verify the

information contained within. In this way, while preserving substantially the same duty

cycle of a network search, the statistical probability for network detection is substantially

higher.

[00171] According to some embodiments, the fast network detection process may be

activated upon occurrence of external events or environmental changes. According to

some embodiments, network nodes may be configured to listen for network or

environmental activity or changes. When such changes are detected by a first node, for

example when a signal reception level crosses a certain threshold, the first node may

synchronize to the network timing, and perform registration to the network or simply join



the network. The first node may begin temporarily sending out increased network beacons

to allow other network nodes to connect to the network. The first node may stop the

increased beacon sending at a pre-determined time limit or when other members perform

registration to the network. Other members detecting the beacons may also send out

increased beacons by themselves, thereby enabling the network to be formed or woken up

quickly in response to an external event.

[00172] Figure 11 illustrates wireless unit 202, according to an embodiment of the

invention. It is noted that wireless unit 202 may be implemented in the various wireless

networks disclosed, and that it may also be implemented as a wireless unit 200 and/or 201

as well. Some components that were already disclosed in relation to wireless unit 200

and/or 201 and which may be implemented in wireless unit 202 according to various

embodiments of the invention are not disclosed again.

[00173] According to an embodiment of the invention, wireless unit 202 is a low cost

wireless unit such as a wireless tag.

[00174] Wireless unit 202 may include microcontroller 291, that may be for example a

Low power-cost embedded µC STM8L101. Microcontroller 291, according to various

embodiments of the invention, may implement some or all of the processing functions of

the components of previously discussed wireless systems 200 and 201, such as 220, 230,

240, and 270.

[00175] Wireless unit 202 further includes low cost RF transceiver 251, such as AXEM

5051. According to an embodiment of the invention, low cost RF transceiver 251 may be

configured to implement one or more of the functionalities of transmitter 250. Low cost

RF transceiver 251 is connected to an antenna 293, such as a Printed-circuit Antenna.

[00176] Wireless unit 202 includes a memory 292, such as an E2PROM memory, that is

connected to low cost RF transceiver 251.

[00177] According to an embodiment of the invention, wireless unit 202 may include a

thermistor 264 (which may be a low-cost thermistor). Low-cost thermistor 264 may be

used, for example, as a sensor 260.



[00178] According to an embodiment of the invention, wireless unit 202 may include

relative humidity sensor 265.

[00179] The foregoing description of the embodiments of the invention has been

presented for the purposes of illustration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive

or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. It should be appreciated by persons

skilled in the art that many modifications, variations, substitutions, changes, and

equivalents are possible in light of the above teaching. It is, therefore, to be understood that

the appended claims are intended to cover all such modifications and changes as fall within

the true spirit of the invention.

[00180] While certain features of the invention have been illustrated and described

herein, many modifications, substitutions, changes, and equivalents will now occur to

those of ordinary skill in the art. It is, therefore, to be understood that the appended claims

are intended to cover all such modifications and changes as fall within the true spirit of the

invention.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A wireless unit, the wireless unit comprising:

a network finding component, adapted to find another wireless unit that

belong to a wireless network that is characterized by a low average number of

transmissions per hour, and to join the wireless network;

a transmission scheme manager, configured to manage the transmission of

the wireless unit when it is connected to the wireless network; and

a transmitter, configured to:

transmit according to a high transmission scheme that comprises

transmission, at a large number of transmissions per hour, signals that

indicate the availability of the wireless network to wireless units that are

not part of the wireless network; and

transmit according to a low transmission scheme that comprises

transmission, at a small number of transmissions per hour, signals used

for communication within the wireless network.

1. The wireless unit of claim 1, further comprising an internal power source, adapted

to provide energy to the first wireless unit for a long duration without recharge.

2. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the transmission scheme manager is

configured to dictate starting of transmission according to the high transmission

scheme substantially with the joining to the network. 5

3. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the transmission scheme manager is

configured to dictate switching to transmitting according to the low transmission

scheme in response to joining to the network by one of the wireless units that are

not part of the wireless network.

4. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the transmission scheme manager is

configured to dictate starting of transmission according to the high transmission



scheme in response to detection of an environmental condition by a sensor of the

wireless unit.

5. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the wireless unit is configured to join the

wireless network in which the non-leading wireless units of the network ordinarily

transmit according to the low transmission scheme.

6. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the network finding component is configured

to find the another wireless unit by detecting high transmission scheme signals sent

by the another wireless unit of the wireless network, wherein the wireless unit joins

the wireless network as a son of the another wireless unit.

7. The wireless unit of claim 7, wherein the network finding component is configured

to search for a wireless network for a duration longer than a week prior to detecting

the another wireless unit.

8. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein components of the wireless unit are adapted

to wireless communication in high attenuation environment.

9. A method for fast network detection in a wireless network, the method comprising

carrying out, by a wireless unit:

joining a wireless network that is characterized by a low average rate of

transmission;

transmitting according to a high transmission scheme that comprises

transmission, at a large number of transmissions per hour, signals that indicate

the availability of the wireless network to wireless units that are not part of the

wireless network; and

transmitting according to a low transmission scheme that comprises

transmission, at a small number of transmissions per hour, signals used for

communication within the wireless network.

10. The method of claim 10, wherein the transmitting according to the high

transmission scheme begins substantially with the joining to the wireless network.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A wireless unit, the wireless unit comprising:

a network finding component, adapted to find another wireless unit that

belong to a wireless network that is characterized by a low average number of

transmissions per hour, and to join the wireless network;

a transmission scheme manager, configured to manage the transmission of

the wireless unit when it is connected to the wireless network; and

a transmitter, configured to:

transmit according to a high transmission scheme that comprises

transmission, at a large number of transmissions per hour, signals that

indicate the availability of the wireless network to wireless units that are

not part of the wireless network; and

transmit according to a low transmission scheme that comprises

transmission, at a small number of transmissions per hour, signals used

for communication within the wireless network.

2. The wireless unit of claim 1, further comprising an internal power source, adapted

to provide energy to the first wireless unit for a long duration without recharge.

3. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the transmission scheme manager is

configured to dictate starting of transmission according to the high transmission

scheme substantially with the joining to the network.

4. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the transmission scheme manager is

configured to dictate switching to transmitting according to the low transmission

scheme in response to joining to the network by one of the wireless units that are

not part of the wireless network.

5. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the transmission scheme manager is

configured to dictate starting of transmission according to the high transmission



scheme in response to detection of an environmental condition by a sensor of the

wireless unit.

6. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the wireless unit is configured to join the

wireless network in which the non-leading wireless units of the network ordinarily

transmit according to the low transmission scheme.

7. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein the network finding component is configured

to find the another wireless unit by detecting high transmission scheme signals sent

by the another wireless unit of the wireless network, wherein the wireless unit joins

the wireless network as a son of the another wireless unit.

8. The wireless unit of claim 7, wherein the network finding component is configured

to search for a wireless network for a duration longer than a week prior to detecting

the another wireless unit.

9. The wireless unit of claim 1, wherein components of the wireless unit are adapted

to wireless communication in high attenuation environment.

10. A method for fast network detection in a wireless network, the method comprising

carrying out, by a wireless unit:

joining a wireless network that is characterized by a low average rate of

transmission;

transmitting according to a high transmission scheme that comprises

transmission, at a large number of transmissions per hour, signals that indicate

the availability of the wireless network to wireless units that are not part of the

wireless network; and

transmitting according to a low transmission scheme that comprises

transmission, at a small number of transmissions per hour, signals used for

communication within the wireless network.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the transmitting according to the high

transmission scheme begins substantially with the joining to the wireless network.



12. The method of claim 10, wherein the switching is carried out in response to joining

to the wireless network by one of the wireless units that are not part of the wireless

network.

13. The method of claim 10, wherein the transmission according to the high

-5 transmission scheme is initiated by the wireless unit in response to detection of an

environmental condition by a sensor of the wireless unit.

14. The method of claim 10, wherein the joining to the wireless network comprises

. joining the wireless network in which the non-leading wireless units of the wireless

network ordinarily transmit according to the low transmission scheme.

10 15. The method of claim 10, wherein the joining is carried out in response to detection

of high transmission scheme signals sent by a wireless unit of the wireless network,

wherein the joining comprises joining the wireless network as a son of that wireless

unit.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the joining is preceded by searching

15 for a wireless network for duration longer than a week.

17. A first wireless unit, comprising:

a father finding component, adapted to find a second wireless unit that is

configured to function as a father unit for the first wireless unit, participate

with the second wireless unit in a first registration process; and to cease

20 looking for a father unit after a completion of the first registration process;

a messages generator, adapted to generate messages that comprise

identification information of the first wireless unit, and to transmit the

messages to the father unit at a small number of transmissions per hour and at

a low power mode;

25 a relay component, adapted to participate with a child wireless unit in a

second registration process; receive from the child wireless unit a received

message that comprises identification information of a wireless unit other than

the first wireless unit and other than the father unit; and transmit the received

message at the small number of transmissions per hour and at the low power



mode to the father unit; wherein the small number of transmissions per hour is

lower than one message per 20 minutes; and

an internal power source, adapted to provide energy to the father finding

component, the message generator and the relay component for a long

duration that exceeds a week without being recharged.

18. The first wireless unit according to claim 17, further comprising a sensor adapted

to detect an environmental condition, and generate environmental condition

information, wherein the message generator is further adapted to include in at least

some of the messages environmental condition information received from the

sensor.

19. The first wireless unit according to claim 18, wherein the sensor is configured to

detect an environmental condition indicative of a condition of goods that are

conveyed by a conveyable storage unit to which the first wireless unit is assigned.

20. The first wireless unit according to claim 17, wherein the relay component is

operational only if the first wireless unit is allowed by a wireless network leader to

be a non-barren wireless unit.

21. The first wireless unit according to claim 17, wherein all of the components of the

first wireless unit are integrated into a conveyable storage unit.

22. A method for wireless communication, the method comprising carrying out the

following stages by components of a first wireless unit:

locating a second wireless unit that is configured to function as a father

unit for the first wireless unit;

participating with the second wireless unit in a first registration process;

ceasing looking for a father unit after a completion of the first registration

process;

generating messages that comprise identification information of the first

wireless unit;



transmitting the messages to the father unit at a small number of

transmissions per hour and at a low power mode;

participating with a child wireless unit in a second registration process;

receiving from the child wireless unit a received message that comprises

identification information of a wireless unit other than the first wireless unit

and other than the father unit; and

transmitting the received message at the small number of transmissions

per hour and at the low power mode to the father unit; wherein the small

number of transmissions per hour is lower than one message per 20 minutes;

wherein the method further comprises constantly providing energy to the

first wireless unit, by an internal power source of the first wireless unit, for a

long duration without recharge.

23. The method according to claim 22, further comprising detecting, by a sensor of the

first wireless unit, environmental condition and generating by the sensor

environmental condition information; wherein the generating comprises including

in at least some of the messages environmental condition information received

from the sensor.

24. The method according to claim 23, wherein the detecting further comprises

detecting environmental condition indicative of a condition of goods that are

conveyed by a conveyable storage unit to which the first wireless unit is assigned.

25. The method according to claim 22, wherein the stages of participating with the

child wireless unit in the second registration process, receiving the received

message and transmitting the received message are selectively carried out only if

the first wireless unit is allowed by a wireless network leader to be a non-barren

wireless unit.

26. The method according to claim 22, wherein the stages of the method are carried

out by components of the first wireless unit that are integrated into a conveyable

storage unit.



27. A low complexity wireless network, comprising:

wireless network leader; and

multiple low-power wireless units;

wherein each wireless unit is registered with a single father wireless unit;

wherein each wireless unit is either a barren wireless unit that is prevented

from registering sons, or a non-barren wireless unit that may parent up to a

predetermined number of sons;

wherein each of the wireless units may transmit messages only to its

father wireless unit or to a son wireless unit of it, wherein some of the

messages transmitted are messages relayed from a son wireless unit to the

father wireless unit;

wherein all the messages in the network that do not originate from the

wireless network leader are messages that are directed to the wireless network

leader.

28. The low complexity wireless network of claim 27, wherein the wireless network

leader is further configured to determine an allowed number of ranks in the low

complexity wireless network, wherein each of the wireless units is prevented to

parent other wireless units if a rank of its son wireless unit would exceed the

allowed number of ranks.

29. The low complexity wireless network of claim 27, wherein the wireless network

leader is adapted to communicate with at least one wireless network leader of at

least one other network in order to determine channel allocation between the

networks; wherein each of the wireless network leaders is prevented from

communicating with {he multiple low-power wireless units of the other at least one

network.

30. The low complexity wireless network of claim 27, wherein non-barren wireless

units are further adapted to acknowledge wireless units to the low complexity

wireless network without antecedently informing the wireless network leader.



31. The low complexity wireless network of claim 27, wherein each of the multiple

low-power wireless units comprises a sensor, and is adapted to transmit through its

father a message for the wireless network leader that comprises environmental

condition information generated by its sensor.

32. The low complexity wireless network of claim 31, wherein each of the low-power

wireless units is located in a conveyable storage unit, wherein the wireless network

leader is configured to determine a condition of a storage environment in which the

wireless units are located in response to environmental condition information

received from the different wireless units.

33. The low complexity wireless network of claim 31, wherein the wireless network

leader is adapted to generate an alarm in response to environmental condition

information received from at least one of the low-power wireless units. '

34. The low complexity wireless network of claim 27, wherein barren wireless units in

the low complexity wireless network are adapted to routinely look for alternative

father wireless unit that have fewer hops to the wireless network leader.

35. The low complexity wireless network of claim 27, wherein non-barren wireless

units are converted to barren wireless units if they do no parent other wireless units

after a predetermined time interval.

36. A method for operating a low complexity wireless network, the method

comprising:

registering, by each low-power wireless unit of the low complexity

wireless network, with a single father wireless unit that is another low-power

wireless unit of the low complexity wireless network; wherein each wireless

unit is either a barren wireless unit that is prevented from registering sons, or a

non-barren wireless unit that may parent up to a predetermined number of

sons; and

transmitting messages, by each of the low-power wireless units, wherein

the transmitting comprises transmitting messages only to the father wireless

unit of the low-power wireless unit or to a son wireless unit of it, wherein



some of the messages transmitted are messages relayed from a son wireless

unit to the father wireless unit;

wherein all the messages in the network that do not originate from a

wireless network leader of the low complexity wireless network are messages

that are directed to the wireless network leader.

37. The method of claim 36, further comprising determining, by the wireless network

leader, an allowed number of ranks in the low complexity wireless network,

wherein each of the wireless units is prevented to parent other wireless units if a

rank of its son wireless unit would exceed the allowed number of ranks.

38. The method of claim 36, further comprising communicating, by the wireless

network leader, with at least one wireless network leader of at least one other

network in order to determine channel allocation between the networks; wherein

each of the wireless network leaders is prevented from communicating with the

multiple low-power wireless units of the other at least one network.

39. The method of claim 36, further comprising acknowledging wireless units to the

low complexity wireless network, by non-barren wireless units of the low

complexity wireless network, without antecedently informing the wireless network

leader.

40. The method of claim 36, further comprising transmitting through its father, by each

of the multiple low-power wireless units, a message for the wireless network leader

that comprises environmental condition information generated by a sensor

comprised in that wireless unit.

41. The method of claim 40, further comprising determining, by the wireless network

leader, a condition of a storage environment in which the wireless units are located

in response to environmental condition information received from the different

wireless units that are located in conveyable storage units.

42. The method of claim 40, further comprising generating an alarm, by the wireless

network leader, in response to environmental condition information received from

at least one of the low-power wireless units.



43. The method of claim 36, further comprising routinely looking, by barren wireless

units in the low complexity wireless network, for alternative father wireless unit

that have fewer hops to the wireless network leader.

44. The method of claim 36, further comprising converting non-barren wireless units

to barren wireless units if they do no parent other wireless units after a

predetermined time interval.
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